DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM SHOES

Innovative made to order service in-store

www.dis.shoes
MADE TO ORDER
INNOVATION

DIS - Design Italian Shoes - is the custom-made shoe brand which modernizes the Italian excellent craftsmanship by the use of cutting-edge technology:

DIS means tradition, innovation and Made in Italy.
DIS not only sells shoes, but it offers much more.
DIS offers the customer the emotion of living a unique personalization experience.
Thanks to DIS everybody can be a designer, creating their own pair of made-to-order shoes.

DIS boosts the antique manufacturing process through the modern technological tools: thanks to the 3D configurator, the handmade production is enhanced by the digital personalization, while the customer becomes the protagonist of the entire creative process.
DIS 3D configurator allows to choose among different style models and to customize every part of the shoes: selecting materials, colors, eyelets, laces, lining and sole, with over 50 millions of different combinations.
Through the photorealistic renderings, customers’ imagination turns into reality and is translated into fully customizable shoes, as unique as the personality of who designed it.
Technology and craftsmanship blend together in order to offer an innovative made-to-order service, closing the gap between customers and artisans.
Exclusive Collection

Premium Quality Materials
Blake Rapid Construction
Color Made By Hand
CESARE

Oxford plain vamp
Crocodile niloticus - Navy blue
LAST 003

CESARE

Oxford plain vamp
Calf crust - Yellow red
LAST 003
AUGUSTO
Bukle loafer
Crocodile niloticus / Calf crust - Red
LAST 003

AUGUSTO
Bukle loafer
Calf crust - Green-navy
LAST 003

AUGUSTO
Bukle loafer
Shell cordovan - Burgundy
LAST 003
NERONE
Fringe mocassin
Calf crust - Tan coffee
LAST 003

NERONE
Fringe mocassin
Calf crust - Coffee
LAST 003
CLAUDIO
Tassel mocassin
Calf crust - Navy blue
LAST 003

CLAUDIO
Tassel mocassin
Calf crust - Violet
LAST 003
TIBERIO
Derby punch
Calf crust - Green
LAST 003

TIBERIO
Derby punch
Calf crust - Violet
LAST 003
TIBERIO

Derby punch
Calf crust / Calf crust braided - Dark brown
LAST 003

TIBERIO

Derby punch
Calf crust - Yellow tan
LAST 003
CALIGOLA

Desert Boot
Calf crust - Red
LAST 003

CALIGOLA

Desert Boot
Calf crust - Green
LAST 003
TITO
Buckle Boot
Calf crust - Tan coffee
LAST 003

TITO
Buckle Boot
Calf crust - Navy blue
LAST 003

TITO
Buckle Boot
Calf crust - Kudu snuff
LAST 003
ADRIANO

Ankle boot
Calf crust - Navy blue / Kudu - Pale blue
LAST 003

ADRIANO

Ankle boot
Calf crust - Light brown
LAST 003
NERVA
Low top sneaker
Decò coffee
LAST 064

NERVA
Low top sneaker
Decò green
LAST 064

NERVA
Low top sneaker
Decò blue
LAST 064
NERVA
Low top sneaker
Decò blue
LAST 064

GENTLEMEN
- Blake construction
- Sole in real leather
- Edge 4 mm

CLUBMEN
- Blake rapid construction
- Sole in real leather
- Edge 8 mm

BENTIVEGNA
- Blake rapid construction
- Sole in real leather
- Edge 15 mm

NORVEGESE
- Blake construction
- Sole in real leather
- Edge 18 mm
HAND MADE
IN ITALY

The production is made in Marche region, inside traditional workshops having over 40 years of experience, where the antique know-how of the master craftsmen is thoroughly treasured and passed on from one generation to another: long-standing family-owned manufacturers that have been shaping the so-called “shoe valley” network, the Made in Italy footwear district which is our worldwide pride for shoes manufacturing.

DIS carefully focuses on a continuous production process improvement: we track the whole supply chain, we pick top quality raw materials from selected Italian suppliers and we innovate the process itself by combining cutting-edge technologies with tradition, in order to simplify complex operations and make them sustainable.

The entire production is handmade. Each pair of shoes is assembled by master craftsmen following consumer’s requirements, exclusively for each different customer: throughout all the several production steps the attention is carefully focused on every subtle detail, so that a work of art is created. Authentic Made in Italy unique pieces.
VERDI

Oxford Plain
Patent Black
LAST 312
TOTO’

Oxford toe cap
Shiny Black - Laminated Gold
LAST 312
FRANK

—

Derby Plain
Patent/Victory - Black
LAST 312
FRED

Oxford Wing® Brogue
Shiny Black & White
LAST 312
D’ANNUNZIO

Monk Strap
Damasco/Shiny Navy
LAST 312
ROME0
—
Tassel Loafer
Laminated Gold
LAST 312
PATTERN

Printed calf leather with various patterns suitable for designing exclusive styles.
Dare to create an original piece, or just play with this material to add some spice to classic styles.
Unleash your fantasy, design elegant dress shoes, chic formal ones cherished by everybody.
GIANNI

Slip On
Decò - Olive
LAST 312
ROBERTO

Chelsea Boot
Silver Spray
LAST 312
MARCELLO

College
Grain/Suede-Multicolor
LAST 538
ULIASSI

Penny Loafer
Polished Violet
LAST 669
DA VINCI

Oxford Wing Brogue
Polished Blue
LAST 669
SHINY

Shiny calf leather, finished in aniline at the tannery stage. It has a remarkable fullness of black (or colour of choice) and a complete absence of veins and wrinkles. Highly suitable for elegant footwear, wedding shoes or dress shoes for your special days. This material presents a medium hardness due to the leather treatment.

VOLTA

Derby Wing Brogue
Laminated Silver
LAST 669
PERTINI

Derby plain
Polished coffee
LAST 669
Brush off calf leather: this classic calfskin has a great lustre thanks to aniline treatment and a firm grain, which prevents ageing. The leather is covered with contrasting black brush-off, which is removed by the artisan through brushing in order to bring out the underlying colour. Suitable for elegant and semi-casual shoes.
LUCIANO
Chelsea Wing Brogue
Deco’ Coffee
LAST 669

DECO’

Hand-discolored calf leather:
this natural calf shows a neutral leather colour
with a pure aniline finish, and is buffed by hand.
This process allows a high degree of customiza-
tion for antiquing-effects, which are uniform
on the vamp and not mechanical.
GRAIN

Hand-discolored calf leather: this natural calf shows a neutral leather colour with a pure aniline finish, and is buffed by hand. This process allows a high degree of customization for antiquing-effects, which are uniform on the vamp and not mechanical.

COLOMBO
Ankle Wing Boot
Grain Multicolor
LAST 669
YURI

Sneaker Boot
Suede orange
LAST 066
GIANMARCO

High Top Sneaker
Polished Blue and Handmade Painted “Water”
LAST 066
NERVA

Low top running
Leather blue
LAST 064
ITALO

Low top running
Decò green and blue
LAST 064
ROMANO

High top running
Decò and suede coffee
LAST 064
MARIO

Mocassin
Printed Ostrich - Silver
LAST 555

ENZO

Mocassin
Woven - Tan
LAST 555
FLAVIO

Mocassin
Printed Ostrich - Gold
LAST 555

DINO

Mocassin
Decò - Navy
LAST 555
EXCLUSIVE AND ELEGANT

WEDDING AND FASHION

FORMAL AND BUSINESS

Fit
- EE american
- G english
- 7.5 french

Fit
- EE american
- G english
- 7.5 french

Fit
- EEE american
- H english
- 9 french

Fit
- EEE american
- H english
- 9 french

Fit
- EEE american
- H english
- 9 french

Fit
- EEE american
- H english
- 9 french
WEEKEND AND CASUAL

Fit
- EE American
- G English
- 7.5 French

CUSTOMISE YOUR SHOES AND BELT WITH MONOGRAM

EXTERNAL SIDE - HEEL

INSOLE

SOLE

ON TIP
Contacts

DIS
Design Italian Shoes

Via Enzo Ferrari, 9
62010 Civitanova (MC)
+39 327 94 38 745
info@dis.shoes

Be Different, Be Yourself
www.dis.shoes